1. When does the Commission notify the posts?
The Commission notifies the posts after vacancies are reported to the
Commission by the respective Appointing Authority/ Unit Officer after
obtaining finance clearance and other necessary permissions from the
Government.
2. How can a person know about the vacancies?
Once the Commission receives the indent/requisition from the Unit
Officers with due permission from Government, Commission will host
the Notification on the Commission’s Website and issues a Press Note
in the daily newspapers.
3. What are the precautions to be taken by a person for applying to a post?
Candidates are advised to go through all the details given in the
Notification before applying for a post.
4. What is the minimum basic qualification for the posts notified by
TSPSC?
The qualification and other eligibility criteria will be mentioned in the
respective Notification.
5. Can a Candidate studied in other States also apply for the Notifications
issued by TSPSC?
The Candidates belonging to other states are also eligible to apply, but
they will be considered for Un-Reserved Vacancies.
6. Is community reservation applicable for other state candidates?
Community reservation is applicable for the candidates belonging to
Telangana State.

7. Whether any Documents are needed to be attached with the online
application?
No need to attach any documents online. However, at the time of
verification it will be necessary to produce all the documents before
the Commission.
8. What is the difference between general and limited Recruitment?
General Recruitment:
Candidates belonging to all communities can apply for the vacancies
and reservations shall be applicable for candidates belonging to
OC,BC, SC,ST, PH & Women as prescribed by the Government.
Limited Recruitments:
These are special recruitments for filling up of unfilled vacancies from
previous recruitments belonging to reserved categories of SC, ST and
PH only.
9. What is Creamy Layer?
Creamy Layer means those section/persons of Backward Community
who are considered socially and economically advanced. The
Government of Telangana has fixed an Annual Income of Rs.8.00
lakhs per year as the criteria for exclusion of the socially advanced
persons from the benefits of reservations in civil posts and services
under the Government of Telangana. ( G.O.Ms.No:20, Backward
Classes Welfare (OP) Dept, dated: 31/10/2017)
10. Who are authorized to issue Non-Creamy layer Certificate?
Mandal Revenue Officer/ Tahsildhar is competent authority to issue
Non-Creamy layer Certificate in the prescribed proforma.

11. I am staying in Karnataka, can I pay the application fee from here?
Yes, you can pay the fee online from anywhere.
12. I have studied in Telangana, but now I am working in USA, am I
eligible to apply for the Notification issued for Group-I Services?
Yes, you are eligible to apply.
13. Where can I find notifications, press releases, timetables etc issued by
TSPSC?
All the Press releases and Notifications issued by TSPSC will be
available on the TSPSC website.
14. Which is the date based on which the age of an applicant is calculated?
The day of reckoning age of an applicant to be eligible for applying for
a particular post is the 1st day of July of the year in which the
Commission published the Notification for that particular post. If the
applicant is found underaged/overaged as on the date aforesaid he will
be ineligible for he selection.
15. What are the conditions to be satisfied by a person for applying to a
post notified?
A person applying for a particular post shall satisfy all the eligibility
criteria given under the Notification concerned and other General
Conditions.
16. What is the percentage of Reservation given to various Categories in
a recruitment notified by TSPSC ?
BC(A)- 07% ; BC(B)-10% ; BC(C)- 01% ; BC(D)-07% ;BC(E)-04%,
ST- 06%; SC-15%; EWS -10%; Sports-2%; PH-4%.

17. What is the category wise qualifying marks in a recruitment?
Minimum qualifying percentage of marks are not less than: For OC,
EWS, Sports, Ex-servicemen: 40%, BC: 35%, SC, ST& PH: 30%.
18. What is the maximum age for applying for posts notified by TSPSC?
The candidates in age group 18 to 44 Years are eligible to apply for
various posts (except uniformed posts) notified by TSPSC. (Amended
in G.O.Ms.No: 329, G.A (Ser.A) Dept., dated: 27/07/2015)
19. What are the age relaxation prescribed for various categories?
PH
SC/ST/BC/EWS
State Govt. Employee

10 Years
05 Years
05 Years maximum based on the length
of regular service

Ex-Serviceman

03 Years and the length of service

NCC Instructor

03 Years

20. Whether any reservation applicable to women candidates in
notifications to be issued by TSPSC ?
The reservation for women candidates is 33 1/3 % for direct
recruitment as per as per the Rule 22(A) of the T S State and
Subordinate Rules.

